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About

The Plastic Free Challenge 
originated with a non-profit 
group in Australia and has 
now been adapted for the zoo 
and aquarium community. 
As conservation and sustain-
ability focused organizations, 
zoos and aquariums know 
how imperative healthy 
ecosystems and habitats are 
for future generations.
PlasticFree.EcoChallenge.org

The EcoChallenge Platform 
is a signature offering of 
EcoChallenge.org (formerly 
Northwest Earth Institute), a 
sustainability organization 
that provides innovative 
social and digital tools 
designed to be a launchpad 
for both emerging 
generations and sustainability 
leaders to create intention, 
take actions, and share 
reflections on their behavior 
change for climate change. 
EcoChallenge.org

#PlasticFreeWorld  #PlasticFreeEcoChallenge #PlasticFreeLife
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Plastic Free EcoChallenge is a 31-day
global event for everyone to join!

Hosted by EcoChallenge.org, Calgary Zoo, and Columbus Zoo and Aquarium.
Joined by a coalition of North American zoos and aquariums.



Tips for Success pt. I
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Create / Join a Team
Connect with your network or join our Community
Team to get started. Better yet, become a Team 
Captain or Organization Captain for a new team
in your workplace, school, or community!

1

Select Your Actions
Choose actions that you can commit to throughout
the challenge. There are plenty of actions to choose 
from, so find the actions that match your capabilities,
lifestyle, and passions.

2

Prepare for Your Actions
Have actions that require some prep? Take the time 
you need to prepare for success with your actions. 
Committing to vegetarian meals? Look up recipes and 
ingredients you’ll need! Finding alternate ways for 
transport? Explore the public transit options and bike 
pathways in your community! 
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Tips for Success pt. II
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Complete Your Actions
Fulfill your actions, and check them off to collect
your points. Simply log into your Dashboard, find the
actions you’ve selected, and click on the button next
to ‘Action Completed’. Now you’ve collected your points!

4

Share Your Story
Inspire your team members and co-EcoChallengers!
Share your EcoChallenge journey on our Participant Feed. 
Observations, inspirations, lessons learned - all are 
welcome and encourages others to keep on!

5

Our Impact Together
Hundreds of thousands ofeveryday actions add up to
significant change! See how thousands of everyday 
people taking action together can create positive impact
within our communities and for the planet.
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Tips for Success pt. III
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Connect to your values.
Family, lifestyle, community, and nature are examples 
of values that may motivate you to choose to act. 
By consciously connecting your actions to your values, 
you give yourself that extra push to persevere through
difficult or inconvenient moments during the EcoChallenge.

Focus on the achievable.
Optimize the actions available to make your 
EcoChallenge achievable. Change is a slow and 
dedicated process, so pick the actions where you are 
not overextending but just extending the perfect amount.

New habits are good.
EcoChallenge is not only about taking action during 
the event, it is also about creating new habits that 
live on well beyond the challenge. Reflect upon this: 
what habit(s) do you want to create or reinforce in
your life?
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